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An elevated body temperature signifies illness, so identifying these fluctuations early can save your life and warn those around 
you.  TAD™ takes your temperature every 15 minutes, displays it for 10 seconds and then maintains a Green, Amber or Red 
indicator visible to those in close proximity. TAD™ vibrates to alert you with elevated temperatures -Amber or Red. Temperature 
can be taken manually pushing a button.

LED watch.
IPX5 water resistant.
Customizable lightweight band (private label available).
Built in USB charger.
75 mAh battery for up to 16 hours of temperature checking.

100.4ºF

94ºF - 99.49ºF

99.6ºF - 100-3ºF

TAD (Temperature Alert Device) Safe Watch
  

FAS-TRAK Industries is proud to announce a product release to help fight the Covid-19 pandemic.

FAS-TAB XL and FAS-TAB XH: The Chlorine Dioxide-ClO2  molecule has been studied and approved on hundreds of occasions and 
found efficacious for deodorizing, sanitizing and disinfecting. The ClO2 aqueous solution created with the FAS-TAB tablets may be 
applied to any hard surface in any room in your facility.  
The FAS-TAB tablets are designed to work seamlessly with our ULTRA-TRAK PLUS  (for fast, large-scale disinfection in any hard surface), 
with the Brush & Mop (for targeted tile/grout sanitation), and with the Fluid 3D Mopping System (for floor care disinfection).
Instructions: 

With ULTRA-TRAK PLUS: Create a 130 ppm solution by filling the ULTRA-TRAK PLUS 
bucket with 4 gallons (15 Liters) of water and adding one FAS-TAB XH tablet.  Always add the tablet
to the water, never the water to the tablet.
Additional directions:
1) Once tablet is dissolved, keep bucket well covered at all times. 
2) Attach wand and hose securely before pressurizing unit. 
3) Prime unit in sink ahead of use in field.
4) Apply only enough product to remain wet for 5 minutes. 
5) Wear goggles in case of accidents or spray-back. 
6) Dispose of unused portion at day's end.

Create a 100 ppm solution by filling 
a bucket 1 quart (or L) of water and 
adding one FAS-TAB XL tablet. 

Always add the tablet to the water, never the water 
to the tablet.

With Fluid 3D Mopping System: Create a 140 ppm 
mopping solution by filling the whole 20 oz (600 ml) 
cartidge with water and adding one FAS-TAB XL tablet.  
Always add the tablet to the water, never the water to the 
tablet.

Application sites: Classrooms, Commercial Kitchens, Locker-rooms, Wrestling & Gymnastics Mats, Athletic Facilities and Equipment,
Buses, Stadium/Arena Seating, and more. 
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